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CNN programs across more than 
60 different platforms, almost all of 
them digital 


2. Engagement and Storytelling Across Platforms



…how you make 
that work is putting 
the right content on 
the right platform at 
the right moment.”


“

Alex Wellen 
CNN Chief Product Officer



Let’s look at some of these 
platforms and how they’re being 
used to tell stories and capture 
and audience.
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Social Media
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43 million US internet users interact around TV using social media
Social Users Talk TV


Source: Ring Digital, “The Social TV Index, 5th Edition”, Sept. 2016

Facebook
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Instagram

YouTube

Snapchat

Tumblr 5%
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20%

24%

73%

About a third cited discovery of new content as their reason for engaging on 
social, and one in seven says it makes them watch more TV
% of total US internet audience using platform



News and sports consistently dominate what people discuss
News drives much conversation


Source: Ring Digital, “The Social TV Index, 5th Edition”, Sept. 2016
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But still are engaged, creating an opportunity to make a direct appeal
Younger viewers post less about news


Source: Ring Digital, “The Social TV Index, 5th Edition”, Sept. 2016
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News content geared at generating and soliciting opinions could serve to spur 
more engagement and posting

Expressing opinion is important


Source: Ring Digital, “The Social TV Index, 5th Edition”, Sept. 2016
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And millennials love to share images, videos, memes and other visual means 
to communicate thoughts and feelings

Sharing is caring


Source: BuzzStream/Fractal, 
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It’s about creating a 
CNN habit no matter 
what platform they 
are on.”


“

Samantha Barry 
CNN executive producer in charge of social and 
emerging media



CNN: Not just about driving traffic
Too many news organizations use social media to drive users to web sites, but 
that’s not a complete approach 

Don’t treat all platforms the 
same, says Barry. A one-size-
fits-all approach definitely does 
not work for social. 


Differentiate
That means you should 
experiment with what kind

of content, voice and 
engagement works on each 
social offering you produce.

Experiment
Don’t stop reviewing and 
assessing what’s working so 
you can make changes to get 
the results you want.


 

Review



Social media = engagement. It’s that simple. What 
follows are the social platforms that millennials are 
using to consume news and interact with their peers.



88% use Facebook, the highest among any age group
Facebook still a strong habit


Source: Pew Research Center, Jan. 2017
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While 41% use Facebook daily, they use it slightly less than non-millennials, 
and spread their time to many other social platforms

But millennials are multi-platform


Source: Pew Research Center, Jan. 2017
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59% use it, with younger millennials using it more, and more often
Millennials love Instagram


Source: Fluent, Aug. 2016
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Daily usage is more than 20% higher among young women
Millennial women favor Instagram


Source: Fluent, Aug. 2016
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Only about one-third of millennials use Twitter, but they are the largest age 
group for the platform

Twitter not nearly as popular

Source: Pew Research Center, Jan. 2017



But Twitter serves a role
Millennial users turn to Twitter for very specific reasons

Source: Twitter

Use hashtag at events to 
document their participation.

Announce

#VMAs

Learn about current trends and 
what people have to say about 
them.


Stay Current

!!!

Cure boredom or get a laugh.
Entertain



While Facebook, Instagram and Twitter rule the 
social media roost with millennials, when pursuing 
the modern news consumer there are other 
platforms to consider as well.



One of the appeals of it is that the posts are not permanent and go away quickly
Snapchat usage is similar to Instagram


Source: Fluent, Aug. 2016
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While the primary purpose is to watch videos, the social sharing and 
commenting functions are used often by millennials

YouTube is social too


Source: Fluent, Aug. 2016
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Don’t forget messaging

Millennials often use messaging through social platforms or standalone apps to 
the exclusion of texts and email

A free smartphone app that 
allows users to send instant 
messages over the internet, 
bypassing mobile carriers. 
Users can send almost any 
kind of file with the message 
including images and video.

WhatsApp
Similar to WhatsApp but 
allows some degree of 
anonymity since it does not 
require users to disclose a 
name or mobile number. 
Mostly used by younger teens 
13 to 17. CNN programs a bot 
for Kik delivering stories from 
short queries.

Kik Messenger
Another instant message app for 
smartphones, its users often 
communicate using emojis and 
stickers.


Line



Mobile
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So, what do millennials want? It 
is simple: we want information 
and we want good stories, just 
like everyone else. As long as we 
can find them on our phones.”

“

Julia Greenburg 
Business writer, Wired



We’ve been operating under the “mobile first” 
principle of online information and design for some 
time. The latest stats throw even more support to 
this approach.



Driven by social media links and convenience
Mobile web traffic grows


Source: We Are Social/Hootsuite, Jan. 2017
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Mobile app vs. mobile web

Each serves its own purpose and often they engage separate audiences



One advantage of apps is the ability to use the phone’s operating system to 
send alerts to a consumer, driving a specific behavior 

The Power of Alerts


Source: Reuters, Dec. 2016
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Tech-savvy millennials are more likely to turn alerts off than activate them
But with a downside


Source: Reuters, Dec. 2016
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CNN: Know your audience
Experts at CNN Digital say there are clear reasons why someone would choose 
an app over the web

 The number of app users are 
smaller but they are more 
engaged.


Absorbing
An app needs to do a few 
things really well and make that 
promise clear to the user.

Simplicity
The experience you are offering 
through an app should be a 
premium experience, with 
emphasis on emerging the user 
using video or other visual 
storytelling techniques.

Exceptional



Live Video
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Long the sole territory of TV stations, live video now 
is everywhere, prompted by the ubiquity of internet-
connected devices with high-quality cameras and an 
increasing number of outlets through which to share.



Shot to national prominence after user streamed live the fatal shooting of her 
boyfriend by a Minnesota police officer

Facebook Live




While almost all produce non-live videos for Facebook, the number choosing 
to stream live has hit 50% and is climbing

Media companies jump on FB Live


Source: Socialbakers
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The video search giant is courting media companies to provide live feeds through 
its streaming service. CNN, local stations and other news organizations are 
supplying content 

YouTube Live




Other Live Streamers
While Facebook Live and YouTube Live get most of the attention and audience 
there are other players to watch

An early entrant into the live 
video market. Trying to set up 
channels around topics such as 
news that can be promoted 
through social media. But 
currently traffic is much smaller 
than Facebook’s.


Periscope
Professional services company 
(owned by IBM) providing live 
streaming capability to its 
clients, including many media 
companies. While it has its own 
app, it is more of a provider of 
technology to allow clients to 
stream on their own sites and 
services and not a platform 
itself.

UStream
Doesn’t allow full live streaming 
to a mass audience yet, but is 
predicted to move in that 
direction soon. Given its 
popularity with younger users, 
deploying live video on 
Snapchat could be an excellent 
way to reach a news audience.

Snapchat



There is something immediate and real about live video. 
It lends authenticity to events and gives consumers a 
chance to feel like they are part of the larger community 
of what is happening now. News organizations need to 
take their long history of producing live video and use 
that expertise on these social platforms.



Marketers pushing ad spending towards social video
Great for content, can help revenue too


Source: Animoto, June 2016
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Many finding reading more convenient, or have other reasons to avoid video
But don’t push everything to video


Source: Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, June 2016

I find reading quicker and more convenient

Pre-roll ads tend to put me off

Videos take too long to load
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41%



Over-the-Top (OTT)
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Over-the-Top, or OTT services utilize internet 
transmission to deliver video and other content to 
set-top devices and increasingly, smartphones.



Local station group is sending local news video through OTT app to target 
millennials viewers they’re not capturing through broadcast television

Targeting millennials through OTT news


Gray Television partnered with Haystack TV to 
program local news video and other content 
to millennials through both set-top boxes and 
mobile apps. 


Gray chose Haystack because it felt it had the 
greatest reach among potential younger 
viewers. 


Gray is also aggressive in programming to 
other OTT platforms such as Roku, and 
through the CBS All Access platform for its 
affiliates of that network. 




Areas of Growth
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We’ve talked social media, mobile and live video. 
What else do we need to pay attention to when it 
comes to reaching younger viewers?



1. Artificial Intelligence
Things to Come



Artificial intelligence (AI) is being 
used by many news consumers to 
get content delivered to them rather 
than having to search for it.



Most people put finding relevant news at the top of the list of benefits
AI can make simple tasks easier


Source: Weber Shandwick and KRC Research, Oct. 2016
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AI News Alerts and Feeds

Most news alerts and feeds are a form of artificial intelligence used to identify 
specific content of interest to the subscriber

Lets you create a search on a specific terms, 
such as a name or brand

Google Alerts

1
Web-based filtered feed providing relevant 
topics at a glance. Links through to primary 
sources such as CNN


NewsTab

2

Paid service that allows you to track keywords 
and topics from major news feed. Works on 
both web and mobile app


Feedly

3

Scans Twitter based on keywords and emails 
results

MyTweetAlerts 

4



AI also can be used by news 
organizations to publish content faster, 
cheaper, and more customized for the 
user.



LA Times “The Homicide Report”

AI-produced feature that reports on every homicide victim in LA County

Using the tagline, “A Story for Every Victim,” 
the LA Times employs AI to create a 
searchable map of every killing in the county, 
tying each to a story about the victim. While 
the story is written by a person, all other 
information about the crime is generated and 
published automatically from data on hand.




“Neighborhoods” 

In a much smaller community, the Columbia (Mo.) Daily Tribune displays 
hyperlocal information on a map

From police and fire activity to civic services 
such as real estate open houses and local 
sporting events, the newspaper allows 
residents to map out information that is 
important to them while customizing only 
what they want to see.




LA Times “Quakebot”

Another example from the Times tracks earthquakes as they happen

Similar to the Homicide Report, this 
algorithmic features uses data generated by 
the US Geological Survey to plot earthquakes 
on a map of Southern California. Unlike the 
crime feature, this one contains no manual 
input from reporters and is completely 
generated from the data it receives.


With the need for minor or no human 
intervention, local news organizations could 
use a similar approach for other data-driven 
topics such as weather, sports, financial info 
and more.



2. Bots
Things to Come



An extension or subset of artificial 
intelligence, bots (short for robots) 
provide automated responses to 
simple queries from users.



CNN on Facebook Messenger

CNN and other news organizations are using Facebook Messenger to provide 
quick, simple responses on a variety of topics.

CNN provides its news content through 
Facebook Messenger. Showing up as 
another friend in your app, you can ask 
simple questions or just name a topic. 
Queries return multiple story links with 
photos, captions and more info, providing a 
rich experience while ultimately pushing 
users through to CNN’s site. 


Users also can sign up for a daily news 
digest to be sent via Messenger.



Other News and Info on Messenger

While most bots are not major brands, some other news organizations have 
staked a claim to their topics on FB Messenger

The Weather Channel

Enter your home ZIP Code 
and get periodic alerts, or 
search for conditions 
anywhere with a simple 
query. 

Bot to provide score alerts and 
news for teams you follow. 

theScore
Get a morning briefing, stock 
quotes, follow a company and 
more.

Wall Street Journal



3. Voice Control
Things to Come



Taking the bot idea further, and often 
giving it a physical presence, voice-
controlled devices are starting to 
affect how people consume news 
and information.



Speak rather than click

Voice control is not only changing how people ask for news, it’s also changing 
how news needs to be published

Just as the internet moved from point-and-click on desktops to touch on 
mobile devices, we’re now moving to the next phase where pointing or 
touching becomes asking.




Faster and safer

Freeing up hands and eyes allows info queries to happen at times and places 
where they weren’t convenient or safe before

This can help to integrate the data returned more easily into our lives without 
disrupting our routines.




What can I help

you with?

What can I help

you with?

It started with Siri
Apple was the first major player to bring voice control to the mobile phone, and 
still is expanding with extensions such as Apple CarPlay 

What can I help

you with?



Amazon creates voice-control device
First to market with its Echo standalone device, Amazon provides info and 
entertainment in one device



Google moves into the Home
Google Home is cheaper than the original Echo, and promises better integration 
with your home audio and video systems



The benefits to the consumer are 
obvious. But what does this mean 
for the publisher?



CNN on Amazon Echo

CNN is programming for Amazon Echo, providing a new “skill”, Amazon’s 
name for its voice apps

Users can say “CNN” to access a variety of options including the latest 
headlines, specific topics suggested by the app, and more.




We are aggressive in 
the voice service 
space because we 
believe that Amazon 
Echo and other 
services like it can 
be a powerful way 
to deliver real-time, 
personal news to 
our audience.”

“

Alex Wellen 
CNN Chief Product Officer



Producing for Voice Control
Publishers providing content for Amazon Echo have some tips

First, you have to produce the right content. That means audio. Providing audio 
from video segments can be part of your offering, but look for more. If you have 
podcasts you might start with those, but think about how else you can produce 
compelling short-form audio.



Producing for Voice Control
Publishers providing content for Amazon Echo have some tips

Rather than producing a lot of audio content you can also look for data that the 
device can present in its own voice. Local sports scores, stock of local interest, 
weather updates could all be forms of appropriate content enabled though your 
branded “skill”.



Producing for Voice Control
Publishers providing content for Amazon Echo have some tips

Figure out what it is that you can add that isn’t already available through Echo or 
Now. Perhaps it’s the voice of one of your anchors, or a local feature you are 
known for.



Producing for Voice Control
Publishers providing content for Amazon Echo have some tips

Finally, don’t expect to make a lot of money at first, but most audio segments 
can host a short ad at the beginning. Experiment with these to help defray costs 
of the producing the content.

$

Ads



4. Virtual &

Augmented Reality

Things to Come



Virtual reality and augmented reality 
(VR and AR) overlay more information 
on a picture or video, or provide an 
immersive level of interaction for the 
user.



Gamers and other immersive 
applications need high-powered 
devices to provide the optimal 
experience.


Oculus (owned by Facebook), 
Samsung and Sony all utilize 
external headsets that cost 
many hundreds of dollars, 
leaving their market limited to 
high-end gaming and 
commercial applications.

Best VR

still hardware 
dependent




Looking to open up VR to the 
masses, Google Cardboard uses 
a simple box as the headset and 
a mobile phone to provide the 
content and computing power.


Google sells the inexpensive cardboard 
boxes ($10-$15), works with developers to 
create content, and helps marketers 
distribute the devices to promote brands 
and products. 


But critics say it’s not real VR and could 
sour consumer’s tastes when it comes to 
the power of the technology long term.

Google

takes a softer 
approach




360 video without devices

Also criticized as not being true VR, but many publishers are using so-called 360 
video to add more interactivity to stories

National Geographic
NatGeo has embedded its high-quality nature 
and science videos on its Facebook page, 
prompting even more interaction and sharing.



CNN launches immersive VR site

Trained journalists producing VR content throughout the world

In March, CNN began producing 360 video for 
major news events and weekly features such 
as a look at Pamplona’s running of the bulls 
as seen through a street-side seat.


CNN is making its 360 video available on 
mobile devices through the CNN app, in 
browsers on the desktop, and for all the major 
VR headset manufacturers. 



Washington Post uses AR in Gray case

App uses phone camera to portray events in fatal arrest

The Washington Post chose AR to help 
explain the series of events that lead to the 
death of a suspect in custody in Baltimore.


The Freddy Gray case drew national attention 
after his death triggered riots in Baltimore. 


Working through the ARc app users can hear 
a narration of the case by a reporter as they 
rotate around depictions of the scene and 
view maps of key locations to get a better 
idea off what happened.



5. Drones
Things to Come



Seen as a new, and often cheaper way, 
to gather news video and other content, 
drones are becoming a common 
reporting tool.



CNN has created a new division of Aerial 
Imagery and Reporting (AIR) to generate 
video and other news material using 
drones, or “unmanned aerial systems,” as 
they have been termed.


Utilizing two full-time drone operators, the 
network has integrated aerial coverage into 
major stories ranging from floods and other 
natural disasters to large-scale events like 
political conventions.


Aerial coverage will be a major component 
in live video programming in the future, 
including on non-television platforms such 
as Facebook Live.

CNN “AIR”

Effort to integrate aerial 
imagery and reporting into all 
CNN platforms



CNN’s cutting-
edge development 
of technology to 
enhance the way 
we tell stories is a 
part of our DNA.”

“

Terence Burke

SVP of National News



6. Long-form 
Journalism

Things to Come



Maybe it doesn’t seem like it belongs 
with all this technology, but long-form 
journalism is thriving and millennials are 
one of the biggest audiences.



Low on interactivity, high on interest

Publishers have found that long-from fits digital media quite well due to lack of 
space limits, easy connection to social media, and low-tech requirements

Essentially a blog platform, 
Medium has evolved into a 
digital soapbox for serious 
opinion on all sorts of topics, 
garnering millions of visits each 
month. Primarily comprised of 
individual voices, media 
companies are making inroads 
with content that fits the mix.


Medium
An acknowledged attempt to 
“slow down the news cycle”, 
the site organizes stories 
around themes and encourages 
collaboration between writers, 
photographers and video 
producers.


Narratively
A simple, daily email newsletter, 
compiled and written as a 
morning introduction to what’s 
happening. It’s fully leveraged 
for social media users to share 
again and again.

The Skimm



Not so fast

Two newspapers are urging its 
reporters to write SHORTER 
stories


Wall Street Journal Editor in Chief 
Gerard Baker says long stories don’t 
engage readers and that the paper 
needs to be more creative in how it 
reports.


The admonition is part of a great 
overhaul of the paper’s newsroom and 
processes aimed at better anticipation 
of reader behavior and expectations.


The Washington Post wants shorter 
stories as well and even called out 
blogs for being verbose. 


Editors cite their readers valuable time 
as the reason, pointing out that while 
space may be unlimited online, the 
audience’s time is not.




We must be vigilant in keeping 
story lengths appropriate. Bluntly, 
every story should be as short as 
it needs to be.” 


“

Gerard Baker

Editor in Chief, Wall Street Journal



Thank You


